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We'd make mistakes. We'd get our faces bloodied.

And then we'd come back for more.

-Francis McFaun, Former State OEO Director
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FOREWORD
Mary Carlson wrote this paper on the Vermont State Office of Economic Opportunity
(OEO) in partial fulfillment of he r requirements as a graduate student in th e Unive rsity of Ve rm o nt
(UVM) Master of Public Administration program (MPA). Each student in the MPA prog ram must
co mpl e te either a public service internship or an organizational analysis resea rch pa pe r.
The orga nizational analysis option is design ed to pe rmit students who a re a lready working
in a public service organization "to prepare a manuscript focusing upon a particul a r o rga ni za ti o n
which addresses a fundamental model, co ncept, case study, or method of inqui ry within th e fi e ld of
publi c adm ini stration ." Since Mary had spe nt more than seve nt ee n years working o n state programs
fo r low-income citi ze ns, she elected to prepare a case study o n th e OEO progra m, a nd I agreed to
serve as her faculty adviser o n this project. Be fo re commenti ng o n he r case study, let m e first ma ke
a few observat io ns abo ut Mary and about th e focus she decided to pursue in he r resea rch.
Mary Carlson is a fifth-generation Vermonter born to a working-class family in Woo dstock,
a picture-pretty Windsor County town noted for its wealth and styli sh ambience. Sh e advised me
that she felt he r ea rly formative years in Woodstock helped account fo r he r lifelo ng int e res t in
poverty issues.
In 1968 Mary graduated Phi Beta Kappa from the Unive rsity of Ve rm o nt. She served as
ass istant to th e director of the Central Vermont Community Action Council (CVCAC) fro m 1974
to 1987. While with CVCAC, she helpe d design and manage a numbe r of different programs fo r lowinco me constituents, including the heating-fuel loan program. Since 1987 she has served as food and
nutrition program coordinator at the Vermont Office of Economic Opportunity. In this pos itio n, she
ix
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administers grants to regional Community Action Agencies (CAAs) throughout Vermont, and she
works with state and local groups on advocacy and organizational issues.
When I first met with Mary to discuss her organizational analysis project, it became obvious
that she possessed a wealth of personal knowledge about the history of the state 's low-inco me and
antipove rty programs. In an initial attempt to identify a specific organizational issu e for he r to
analyze, we focused on a difficult administrative controversy that had erupted between the Addison
Co unty Co mmunity Action Group and the Champlain Valley Office of Eco no mi c Opportunity.
H oweve r, afte r I learned more about Mary's experience, I enco uraged he r to broaden her
pe rspective in orde r to provide a more extensive overview of the develo pm e nt and evolutio n o f
Ve rm o nt 's statewide antipoverty programs which began under Gove rnor Philip Ho ff in the mid1960's. I thought Mary was uniqu ely well qualified for this task because she had wo rked with
individuals who had helped to initiate these program s, including Hoff 's sta ff ass ista nt, Be njamin
Collins.
Whe n M a ry submitted he r final ma nuscript to me in Decembe r 199 1, I felt th a t he r pa pe r
fi ll ed a real need by providing docum entati o n o n a pe ri od o f Ve rm o nt 's social hi story whi ch has been
re latively negl ected. As a res ult, I submitted he r wo rk to UVM 's Cente r fo r Resea rch o n Verm o nt,
and I am delighted they have publi shed Mary's pape r.
Basically, the pape r provides an info rm ative overvi ew of the key publi c po li cies th at have
been impleme nted in Ve rm o nt during th e past three decades in respo nse to Preside nt Lyndo n B.
Jo hnson's call in 1964 fo r a natio nal "Wa r o n Pove rty." Th e central theme of th e pa pe r is focused
on the Ve rmo nt Office of Eco no mic Oppo rtunity's wo rkin g rel atio nships within state gove rnm e nt,
and it is not inte nded to be a compl ete hi sto ry of Ve rm o nt's Wa r o n Pove rty. Howeve r, Mary 's pape r
does ra ise many im portant issues, and it se rves as a ri ch springboa rd fo r futur e resea rch. To cite but
three such issues:

FOREWORD
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(1) The formative era. The national War on Poverty program was officially launched on
August 20, 1964, when Preside nt Johnson signed the Economic Opportunity Act into law. This act
posed a real challenge for states like Vermont since the community action component focused o n
alleviating poverty in the nation's major cities. Since community action was initiated to deal with
poverty in urban areas, it didn't fit neatly into Vermont which had the highest percentage of rural
population of any state in the nation.
Yet, as Mary's paper indicates, Governor Philip Hoff, a progressive Democrat, was strongly
in favor of the OEO program. Hoff's concerns had been heightened in May 1964, when Paul Guare
(of th e state planning office) prepared a report which indicated that one- fifth of Vermont's families
were living below the national poverty level (which at th e tim e of th e 1960 Census was $2,943 per
yea r fo r a fami ly of four). On September 4, 1964, Hoff issued an executive order establishing th e
nation's first state office of eco nomic opportunity .
Vermo nt was the first state to respond to the natio na l legislati o n, yet it still faced a uniqu e
organizationa l challenge in formulating th e community acti on age nci es that were cal led for in the
1964 act. How sho uld o ne define "co mmuniti es" and develop a coordinated community action
respo nse in a predominantly rural state like Vermont which consists of hundreds of small towns ?

As Mary explains, one of the options considered was to es tablish a single CAA for th e entire
state. This idea was eve ntually dropped, and five regional , multicounty antipoverty community action
agencies were created in major areas throughout the state. Under th e direction of Bob Davison, the
County Extension Services took on responsibility for organizing this effort. Thus, once again
Vermont was o ut front in terms of organizational innovation as it became the first state in the nation
to have multicounty organizations driving the War on Pove rty in every town in the state.
Yet, a lthough this organizational response was inge nious, rural poverty still re mains a major
public policy challenge within Vermont today .

What can we lea rn about the strengths and
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weaknesses of these early organizational attempts to deal with this problem which might be useful
in helping us address current poverty issues?
(2) The middle years. While the initial challenge during the formative years was one of
organizational design, the later challenge became one of ongoing institutional survival in a changing
political climate. Within four years after the enactment of the Economic Opportunity Act,
Republican Richard M. Nixon was president of the United States and Republican Deane C. Davis
was governor of Vermont.
Yet Vermont's Office of Economic Opportunity continued to make innovative adjustments
as it became the first in the nation to accept responsibility for taking over poverty programs when
block grants were created. Mary's paper describes the efforts at downsizing and the other continuous
adjustments OEO has made in order to maintain its programmatic continuity. Her observations
constitute a rich agenda for further studies in political entrepreneurship and the strategies of
institutional survival.
(3) The future. Now that Bill Clinton has captured the White House, it appears that the
national government has once again placed a high priority on employment and social welfare
programs. What does the state's prior experience with a major national antipoverty program tell us
that could be helpful in dealing with new initiatives that may be forthcoming from Washington
during the Clinton era?
Mary's manuscript fills a major gap in helping to document an important aspect of Vermont's
social and political history. Hopefully, her paper will also provide the impetus to stimulate future
research efforts. Certainly, she has prepared a rich and interesting background report which enables
us to gain a better understanding of a fascinating public policy arena.
FRANK SMALLWOOD

University of Vermont

INTRODUCTION
A national War on Poverty was initiated when President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the
Economic Opportunity Act on August 20, 1964. Within days, Vermont had established in state
gove rnment an Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) to organize and coordinate the state's
antipove rty effort. Vermont was the first state in the nation to do so.
The State OEO mission was and is multifaceted: to identify poverty issues; to stimulate the
creation of local antipoverty organizations and programs; to serve as a co nduit for federal funds
available for such programs and to administer those public funds; to coo rdin ate public- and privatesector resources and activities; and always, to act in the best interests of poor Vermonters.
Although State OEO is housed within state government, most of its programs a re designed
and carri ed out by community-based agencies which share OEO's antipoverty missio n but which are
private, self-gove rned corporations. These o rgani zatio ns were also created as part of the War o n
Poverty for which the conce pt of "local empowe rm ent" was a rallying cry. They need State OEO to
represe nt their interests in governm ent and to help them fund their programs. At the same tim e,
State OEO depends on the local agencies to be a source of informatio n o n pove rty issues a nd to
delive r program services to poo r Vermonters.

This interdependence, co upled with ditre ring

organizational cultures and pe rspectives, fosters a tensio n which historically has resulted in volatile
worki ng relationships among the public and private agencies involved in addressing social issues .
A mission to advocate for the poor within state gove rnm ent can be dange rous as it requires
cha llenging the policies of oth er state officials who may resent behavior by a "siste r agency" that
seems less than collegial. A state-level advocate also risks being caught in the middle of confl icts
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in which local groups are protesting actions of elected officials who have the power to determi1
whether the state advocacy office exists.
This paper does not pretend to offer a complete history of Vermont's War on Poven
However, in identifying and discussing organizational issues facing the State Office of Econolll
Opportunity, it takes a look at how the state's antipoverty programming apparatus was created a1
examines some critical periods in the history of State OEO.
To illustrate these organizational issues, a case study is presente d that describes a prolongt
and hostile power struggle which has simmered for years in Vermont's Addison County. In ea1

1991, a private organization called the Addison County Community Action Group (ACCA(
petitioned State OEO to initiate a process aimed at separating th e county from th e area served
one of Vermont's community action agencies and to designate a new community action agency
run antipoverty programs in Addison County. State OEO deni ed th e request and found itself in tl
middle of a co nflict that pitted advocate against advocate and th e ACCAG against State OEO m
that engu lfed dozens of agencies and officials, even the governor.
Why was ACCAG's petition directed to State OEO ? What triggered it ? Answers to tho
questions are rooted in issues as old as America 's War on Poverty , which was decl a red nea rly th n
decades ago.

1(

I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

en
A NATION MOBILIZES FOR WAR

ar

When President John F. Kennedy was assassinated in late 1963, he left a world enamo red
of the so-call ed Kennedy legacy. Part of that legacy were program design effo rts aim ed at reducing
pove rty in America, which had emerged as a national issue afte r the 1950's recession. Unemployment and juvenile delinquency probl ems were of special interest to Attorney General Robert

A(
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Kennedy and his sister, Eunice Shriver. One theory promoted was th at a targeted in fusion of
gove rnm ent spending would stimul ate the economy. Unrest in urban black ghettos had become a
pol itical li ability for the Kennedy ad mini stration. A program to improve conditions and create jobs
for poo r res idents was seen as an attractive way to build suppo rt among civil ri ghts activi sts and
black Americans. '
A no tion call ed "commun ity action" emerged from the President's Co mmitt ee o n Juve nil e

ho
hrt

Del inquency and Youth Crim e, headed by Robert Kennedy. Theorists proposed that urban yo uth
gangs were spawned by a need for co nfo rmity or "community, " th at pove rty arose not from a lack
of resources but because existing social systems did not ofrer adequ ate oppo rtuniti es to succeed, and
that only locally o rganized efforts could create such opportuniti es.
When President Kennedy di ed, his successor, Lyndon B. Johnson, found himself in an
environment dominated by Kennedy followers. The new president rea li zed it would be a po litical
mistake to discard the antipoverty planning effo rt. He also was attracted to th e idea of findi ng
nonwelfare ways to address poverty. In his January 8, 1964, State of th e Union address, Johnson

3
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declared a national "war on poverty," naming Peace Corps Director Sargent Shriver to head the
planning effort.
This declaration was followed by two months of intense negotiation among Johnson, Shriver,
Robert Kennedy, and an array of social theorists, political advisers, and turf-conscious administrators.
Debate was spiced by conflicting assumptions, objectives, and political aspirations. Then on March
16, the president issued a "White House Message on Poverty to the Congress of the United States,"
proposing the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 and calling for "total victory" in a national war on
poverty:
Our tax cut will create millions of new jobs-new exits from poverty. But we must
also strike down all the barriers which keep many from using those exits. The war
on poverty is not a struggle simply to support people, to make them dependent on
the generosity of others. It is a struggle to give people a chance. It is an effort to
allow the m to develop and use their capacities, as we have been allowed to develop
and use o urs, so that they can share, as others share, in the promise of this nation. 2
Johnson 's message called for the creation of new programs, including locally developed
"comm unity action programs" and an independent federal Office of Economic Opportunity to be
headed by Sargent Shriver. Unlike New Deal-e ra programs, the War o n Poverty was declared in a
period of relative prosperity and spoke of equity in the distribution of opportunities and resources,
rather than of their avai lability. The message was full of hope. It focused in particular on improving
education and employment oppo rtunities, especially for young Ame ricans, on empowering local
citizens, and on recruiting both public- and private-sector involvement. The message was issued on
a Monday, two days afte r Vermont's legislature had adjourned a special session called a year earlier
by Governor Philip Hoff. When Hoff was inaugurated in 1963, he had announced that he would
propose no new initiatives until a thorough study of state government was done-a task assigned to
Hoff's planning director, Paul Guare-and that he would present his legislative agenda at a special
session in 1964.
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According to Guare, in news accounts the day following Johnson 's message, th e state's
congressional delegation (Robert Stafford, Winston Prouty, and George Aiken) "dumped all over
the program," claiming that the proposed War on Poverty was of little value to Vermont. Guare and
Ben Collins, an assistant to the governor, contacted then-vacationing Hoff to discuss th e matter,
resulting in an announcement on March 19, that Hoff had ordered Guare to work with o th er state
age ncies in drafting an evaluation of the president's proposal. 3
Guare had littl e difficulty collecting input as the project "was received very enthusiastically
from all over the state, and everyone wanted to get into it." 4 One letter came from a twenty-fiveyear child welfare supervisor who wrote of impoverished parents wanting to be self-supporting but
stymied by poor health, dilapidated housing, and inadequate job skills. Gerald Greemore, head of
th e Governor's Committee on Chi ldren and Youth, articulated the optimism stirred by th e proposed
War on Poverty:
Based on ... studies on school dropouts, youth employm e nt opportunities, day care
needs for children, battered or abused child problems and summer ed ucational,
recreational and cultura l o pportunities, there has been a strong indi ca ti o n that
co nstructive action to improve these situations must take place at a community level
and must incorporate all the various resources and disciplines within th e community.
There appears to be a basic reluctance to coordinate local resources to th ese ends.
Perhaps the financial support under this [community action] title will bring this into
fruition. (Letter to Guare, April 3, 1964)
Gua re's "Evaluation of President Johnson's Poverty Program" was released in May. It summarized
information compiled by several state departments, as well as data analysis contributed by the
University of Vermont. The report cited census statistics that 22,000 famili es, or one-fifth of all
Ve rmont families, were living below the national poverty standard, and it discussed ma nifestations
of that condition. At the time of the 1960 Census, th e federal poverty income standard was $2,943
per year for a family of four. 5
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In Washington, Congress was lukewarm to a poverty plan crafted by academics and middleclass professionals, but the Bureau of the Budget was interested because the proposal appeared to
offer a low-cost, systems approach to poverty problems. 6 There was disagreement among lawmakers
and federal agencies, especially the Department of Labor and the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW), over who should control program policy and administration . In the heat of
this debate, the concept of "community action," empowering local citizens to design and run their
own antipoverty programs, was regarded as a relatively unimportant component of the bill. On
August 20, the Economic Opportunity Act (EOA) of 1964 was signed into law.
The act created the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) and new program initiatives,
including the o rganization of community action agencies (CAAs) and community action programs
(CAPs)
to stimul ate a better focusing of all available local, State, private and Federal
resources upon the goal of enabling low incom e famili es and low income individuals
of all ages, in rural a nd urban areas, to attain the skill s, kn owledge and motivations
and secure the oppo rtuniti es needed fo r them to beco me fully self-sufficient. (Titl e
II § 201 [a])
Most of OEO's first appro pri a tion was no t earmarked for specific purposes but was granted as "local
initiative" funds to support programs design ed by CAAs at the local level.

Themes apparent

throughout the legislatio n were mobilizing private-sector involvement, local decision making,
coordination among age nci es, equitable distribution of benefits, and above all
maximum feasible pa rticipation of residents of the areas and membe rs of the groups
served, so as to best stimulate and take full advantage of capabilities for selfadvanceme nt and assure that those programs and projects a re otherwise meaningful
to and wisely utilized by their intended beneficiari es .... (Title II§ 201 [a][4])
Part C § 231 provided for "State Agency Assistance," autho rizing OEO to fund agencies
des ignated by states to o rga nize and coo rdin ate state-level activiti es and to "provide technical
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assistance to communities and local agenci es in developi ng a nd ca rrying o ut programs .... " By
Septemb e r 4, OEO Director Shriver had already ack nowledged Hoff's appoint ment of Paul G uare
to head Vermont's effort. On Septembe r 30, Hoff issued an executive orde r establishin g, according
to Ben Collins, the nation 's first State Office of Economic Opportunity
as an adjunct of the Executive Office with the Governor servi ng as C hairman ... to
provide for efficient and expediti o us ma nageme nt of these (OEO) funds and
develo pment of coordinated program s amo ng all participating age nci es and gro ups. 7
Charged with the respo nsibility for implementing th e EOA in Vermont, State OEO was
designated to act as the liaiso n for the state with the federal OEO . The executive o rder directed
the heads of a ll state governm e nt age ncies to cooperate fully with State OEO a nd created an
advisory co uncil re presenting th e chief executive office rs of a dozen state age ncies, some of who m
were to be appo inted to serve as a State OEO executi ve co mmittee.
VERMONT ORGAN IZ ES COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCIES

G ua re quickly convened a n executive co mmitt ee comprised of five agency ch iefs :

Bob

Davison (Extension Se rvice), Gerry G ree mo re (Governor's Committee o n C hildre n and Youth) ,
John Wackerman (Social We lfa re), J ack White (Employ me nt Security), a nd Jo hn Holden
(Education). Th e executive committee trave led to Washington to be briefe d by federal officials o nl y
to lea rn, acco rding to Guare, th at "OEO had no compre he nsion of what Vermont was like, didn't
have a clue about what we sho uld do."

Community action had been co nceived with urban

neighborhoods and county governments in mind. OEO, itself a new age ncy, was not equipped to
advise a sm a ll , rural state with no viabl e county government system how to orga ni ze a war o n poverty
within OEO's conceptual fram ewo rk.
The law allowed states to designate any "political subdivisions" or agencies th ey chose to be
comm unity action agencies (CAAs) a nd also provided for creation of community action programs
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(CAPs) which could be administered by a CAA or by some other agency . Among the options
discussed was the creation of a single CAA for the whole state. On returning to Vermont, the team
immediately acted on the federal agency's advice to apply for a technical assistance grant.
Armed only with a set of draft OEO guidelines, the committee launched an aggressive effort
to identify and work with local groups wanting to develop proposals for new programs.

The

committee met weekly over the next eight months, a period of intensive planning, community
organizing, and needs assessment. Guare recalls that most guidances issued by OEO in that period
were marked "draft" because policies were changing continuously. Federal officials could not agree
on what was meant by "technical assistance," a major function assigned to State OEO and its
counterparts in other states. State OEO received inco nsistent signals that its role was to work
directly with community groups or that it was to facilitate the process of other state agencies working
with local groups .
Vermont State OEO did both. Committee discussions included many age ncy and program
directors, as well as leaders of the new community action programs. State OEO recruited individuals
with the expertise and authority needed to help design and implement new program initi atives in th e
areas of legal services, family planning, employme nt training, child care, rural housing, health
screening, and adult literacy. It was a time of great creativity in Vermont, stimulated by widespread
interest, a clear mandate from the governor, and federa l OEO support for the premise that program
strategies should be determined locally.
A full State OEO Advisory Council establ ished in 1965 (fig. 1) re presented the leade rship
of ten departments and several offices of state gove rnm ent, as well as a dozen other public- and
private-sector organizations, including a few of the new loca l community action groups.

This

particular body only met once or twice as a group although all of its member agenci es were involved
on an ongoing basis or at various stages of State OEO planning effo rts . Another, more active
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advisory group quickly evolved, however, comprising the original executive committee and others
from the "official" roster, as well as representatives of low-income groups, churches, organized labor,
and community action agencies. These advisers met regularly with State OEO staff for several years
and, at least in the formative stages, were significant players in the development of Vermont's
antipoverty programs and policies.
Building on the momentum gathered during the initial needs assessment phase, Guare spent
much of his time on the road in Vermont, helping community leaders and groups to develop their
capacity to manage federal grants and to build their program ideas into funding proposals. Under
the direction of Bob Davison, County Extension Service personnel took the lead in convening th e
initial planning meetings and organizing the effort in most counties across the state. Guare notes
that many in the Extension Service were former Civilian Conservation Corps participants and had
a personal interest in antipoverty programs.
By February of 1965, community action boards existed in nearly every Vermont county, th e
majority organized as "community actio n groups." The Washington County cities of Mo ntpe lier and
Barre had separate "community action groups." Guare explains that the law did not include any
criteria regarding the dimensions of these new organizations, remarking that "you could set up an
Elm Street Community Action Group if you wanted."
National OEO administrato rs did not see it that way, however. By late January of 1965, the
federal agency had not responded to any of the several Vermont grant applications filed to date.
This made it difficult for State OEO to determine if Vermont's proposals were inadequate or if
there were some other reason for the delay in federal response. Governor Hoff intervened after
which State OEO was notified it had been awarded a $24,600 technical assistance grant, retroactive
to December of 1964.

8

Guare and assistant Maxine Kenny "scrounged some furniture from th e

prison" and set up an office in a legislative committee room at the State House.
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Then in February, officials at the OEO regio nal office in New Yo rk in formed Sta te OEO
that th e population bases to be served by the organizations created in Vermon t we re too small ,
especially those in Lamoille County and th e Connecticut Rive r Vall ey .9 The federa l officials advised
State OEO that the state's collection of community action groups would have to reorganize into
larger age nci es before OEO would co nside r funding their progra ms .
Organize rs in the three "Northeast Kingdom" counties merged th eir operat io ns un der a single
umbrella o rganization named th e Orl ea ns County Council of Social Agencies (OCCSA), led by
Gerald Er rion . Gloria Gil in Be nningto n County and Rutl a nd Co unty's Rabbi So lo mo n Goldberg
merged their groups into th e Be nnington-Rutl and Opportunity Co unci l (BROC).
E lsewhe re in Vermont, th e change was mo re painful. Windso r Cou nty orga ni ze r Tom Davis
describes as a "forced marriage" having to combine hi s orga ni zatio n with a Brattl ebo ro-based,
Wind ham County gro up. As they had diffe ring o rganizatio nal obj ecti ves, neith e r co unty's group
favored th e cha nge which created Southeaste rn Vermo nt Community Actio n (SEVCA) with Davis
as its first directo r.
In th e northwest, Grand Isl e, Franklin, and Addison co unti es we re linked with C hitte nd e n
Co unty, the state's only re lative ly urban area, as th e te rritory to be served by th e C hampl a in Va ll ey
Office o f Eco no mic Opportunity (CVOEO). Tom Davis, who succeeded G ua re a year la te r as State
OEO director, notes that "Addiso n County always had a strong se nse o f self, a nd nobody wanted to
be the tail of Chittenden County beca use it was so much bigge r." No county was ne utra l o n th e
merger issue, which even a decade late r provoked bitterness as evide nt in a co lumn by Grand Isle
legislator John Curran regarding the apparent distribution of home insulati on services in th e region:
Grand Isle County receives neithe r the attention nor th e necessary fundin g so lo ng
as we are lumpe d, as a sort of afterthought, with eithe r Franklin o r C hitte nde n
counties .... Indeed, the politically devised umbilical cord which joi ns us to e ithe r
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Mothers Franklin or Chittenden has made us an anemic and undernourished sibling.

(The Islander, November 15, 1977)
Lamoille County Community Action, initially interested in joining with Franklin Coun ty,~
made part of the Central Vermont Community Action Council. CVCAC was designated to ser
a sprawling region which included Washington, Lamoille, and Orange counties and a string of tow
along the northern Windsor County border, plus two small Addison County towns and one town
Rutland County.
In May of 1965, when State OEO submitted planning grant funding proposals to OEO
behalf of these five new community action agencies, Vermont became the first state in the Uni
to have multicounty organizations driving a War on Poverty effort in every town in the state.
LOCAL POLITICS FORCES NATIONAL POLICY SHIFT

Delays in OEO funding of Vermont programs were caused by influences beyond Yerman
control. The regional OEO office, located in New York, was focused on urban programs and isst
and demonstrated littl e interest in Vermont's concerns.

Davis blames part of the probl em

ineptitude: "We had twenty-year-olds coming up to Vermont from Washington or New York
advise thirty-year-olds how to do something that had never been done before!" According to Guar
the regional office "never really intended that Vermont get commun ity action agencies and ke
looking for excuses not to facilitate the process." But Vermont's War on Poverty leaders, convinc1
that their programs were both needed and viable, persisted in their drive to secure federal suptJ('
for their plans.

Guare recalls, for example, that when OEO demanded evidence that tl

Department of Social Welfare (DSW) supported a program, DSW Commissioner John Wackerm1
immediately sent a telegram.
In its first five years of operation, the national OEO's funding never exceeded 1.5 percC'
of the federal budget,

10

and competition for control of those funds was fierce. Throughout 19r
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and 1966, Congress and the White House were subjected to growing pressure from urb an mayors
and most governors, who were displeased with their lack of control over community action programs.
Few had anticipated that the community organizing stimulated by the Economic Opportunity Act
would upset local power structures. A duel got under way between OEO and the Burea u of the
Budget, the fiscal arm of the White House. The bureau began withholding funds from OEO as a
reminder not to encourage poor people to use federal money to disrupt existing political systems.
OEO retaliated by inviting CAPs to seek direct funding from OEO, bypassing even the local CAA
decision-making apparatus. 11
Vermont was not immune from the nationwide power struggle between public officials and
local CAP leaders. As the state's CAAs grew stronger in organizational capacity a nd reso urces, they
so ught greater independence from State OEO. Federal OEO officials encouraged loca l agencies to
adopt a more confrontational than collaborative philosophy, according to Davis, wh o notes that when
he was State OEO director, "the CAPs didn 't like the idea that I was friendly with th e Social Welfa re
commissioner." 12
The winter of 1965-1966 was a time of tension betwee n CAAs and state gove rnm e nt. The
frustra tion generated by OEO indifference to Vermont's requests was heightened when State OEO
was left without funds or staff after a federal audit of State OEO's technical assistance grant found
the grant was overspent by $1,400. This occurred because Guare had forgotten th at, as required by
law, 10 percent of the budget was in non-cash contributions raised from within th e state. 13 By
February of 1966, the CAA directors were incensed that State OEO was not helping th em secure
needed federal grant monies . News accounts reported that the governor was pl a nning to "do
something about the ineffective a nd all-but-inoperative sta te war on pove rty officc. "14

Soon

afterwa rd Guare left for a new post, and Tom Davis was na med State OEO director. Davis jo ined
with Vermont's governor and congressional del egation in de manding OEO act io n o n so me $5 17,000
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worth of CAP grant requests which had been pending for months. Calling for a statewide grassroots
campaign to pressure fede ral OEO officials to rel ease funds for a dozen Ve rmont programs, "the
state OEO director ... blasted the Washington OEO headquarte rs for what he called selling out
the local community action areas. He cha rged that instead of funding locally developed programs,
the OEO staffers were instead putting the emphasis on pre-packaged progra ms like H ead Start a nd
Medicare Alert." 15
Several funding applications were approved later that month . By then the Vermont CAAs
no longer needed the intensive degree of organizational ass istance that State OEO had provided th e
yea r before. The advisory council and executive commi ttee decided to merge into a singl e advisory
group to meet quarterly and to focus on policy rather than ope ratio nal iss ues. The gro up included
the CAA directors, who were interested in form ing their own associa ti on.
At Davis's request, Frank Smallwood, an associate professor of gove rnm e nt at Dartmouth
Col lege, conducted a study of State OEO, producing an August 1966, report, "Ve rm o nt 's Antipove rty
Program: An Administrative Appraisal." One aspect examined was th e designation of CAA service
a reas:
Although an attempt was made to eva luate the geographical feasibility of th e five
present CAA regions, no firm conclusions were reached regarding th e possible
reorganization of these regions. The present multi-county areas appear to make
sense and they match quite well with the regional areas established by a number of
other state departments. It must be noted, however, that when viewed as a totality,
the present admin ist rati on of state activities by geographical regions is rath er
chaotic .... 16
Smallwood suggested that, in a climate in which the federal sponsor was e nco uraging the CAAs to
assume a confrontational stance toward State OEO and other state agenci es, State OEO lacked th e
authority needed to fulfill its mandate to coordinate state and local program efforts. He also
suggested that the objectives of "coordination" and "local initiative" were inherently incompatibl e.
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The report offered a dozen recommendations aimed at strengthening State OEO financially
and o rganizationally. The new advisory group agreed with a proposal that State OEO should try to
develop and administer programs to be operated on a statewide basis.

The me mbe rs also

recommended that Governor Hoff (1) convert the executive committee mandated when State OEO
was created into an expanded policy advisory committee (PAC) and (2) instruct State OEO to form
the CAA directors and State OEO director into an operations committee which would the n elect
one representative to the PAC. Gove rnor Hoff approved those changes on September 8, 1966.
Meanwhile in Washington, Congress responded to constituent pressure by significa ntly
amending the Economic Opportunity Act that year and the next. Amendm ents adopted in 1966
institutionalized several programs which had evolved from the communi ty action effort, such as Head
Start, legal and health care services, adult basic education, job training, and eme rge ncy ass istance.
Also changed was the legal de finiti on of community which came to encompass "any neighbo rhood
or area, regardless of political boundaries or subdivisions, which is suffici ently ho mogeneo us to be
an approp riate area for an attack on poverty." 17 Other 1966 amendments req uired CAA boards
to reorganize-if they wanted to continue receiving federal OEO funds-so th a t (1) any boa rd
membe r representing a particular geographic area had to reside in that area, and (2) a t least o nethird of the members needed to be individuals selected by the poor to represent th eir inte rests with
procedures in place for poor residents who felt that they were underreprese nted to petition for
representation on the board.
The next year brought even more critical policy changes:
In 1967 the [federal] OEO nearly di ed when Congress missed the regular deadlin e
to renew its appropriation.

It survived only because of an amendment to the

appropriation bill which gave elective public officials appo intive power over a third
of the seats on the community action boards. 18
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A major 1967 amendment to the Economic Opportunity Act, named for its sponsor Representative
Edith Green, put control of community action programs and funds into the hands of state and local
governments by defining a CAA as a state, or a political subdivision of a state run by elected or
appointed officials, or a public or private nonprofit organization that was designated as a CAA by
a state or political subdivision. Other 1967 amendments authorized State OEOs to sponsor some
statewide programs and required the national OEO to establish and enforce administrative
performance standards for CAAs, as well as to limit the types of program development and
administration costs the federal government would cover. Those costs were capped at 15 percent
of the total budget, including locally raised cash and noncash contributions, with further stipulation
that
In any case in which the (OEO) Director determines that the cost of administering
such programs does not exceed fifteen per centum of such total costs but is, in his
judgment, excessive, he shall forthwith require such CAA to take such steps
prescribed by him as will eliminate such excessive administrative cost, including the
sharing by one or more such community action agencies of a common director and
other administrative personnel. (Economic Opportunity Act, Title II, part C § 244[7])
The days of federal sponsorship of a proliferation of locally organized and run CAPs were over.
OEO was slow to advise states how to adjust to the changes, so State OEO's advisory
committee spent the first months of 1968 trying to determine if and how Vermont should change
its poverty program structure. Special attention was given to a proposal to make the State OEO a
statewide community action agency ("V-CAP") with the existing CAAs serving as local administrative
boards of the new agency. Expanding on the committee's belief that some programs could be more
efficiently managed on a statewide basis, Davis reasoned that
the CAAs as now constituted do not represent local communlttes, but rather,
nebulously imposed geographic districts. Since there is no county government in the
State of Vermont, CAAs are not tied to any meaningful political jurisdictions and
thus there is no focus of accountability. A commonality of interest is absent in the
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comm unity action areas and the contrived multi-county arrangement has not proved
viable. . . . Due to the distinctiveness of the territory and the peopl e, the State of
Vermo nt is as much a community as is any of the five Community Action Agencies .
Davis's February 13, 1968, "Statement of Rational e" also asserted that the change would provide
needed control over the CAA executive staffs:
The (CAA) Boards have been continually side-stepped in deference to administrative
expediency and thus due to the transiency of personnel and lack of relevant expe rti se,
organizational chaos has often resulted. There has been no decisive enfo rcement of
OEO principles and guidelines.
While there was-considerable support for the argument that state control would provide more
equitable distribution of antipoverty resources throughout the state, the advisory committee
ultimately decided that inconsistency in approach among the regions was preferabl e to aba ndo nm ent
of the local initiative philosophy, which was the foundation of community actio n. The committee
elected to retain the existing CAAs and focus on developing them into so-called co mmunity service
centers, local "one-stop shopping" outreach stations where low-income people mi ght receive a variety
of services. Their aim was to promote coordination of state and priva te age ncy programs while
preserving the CAAs as freestanding organizations.
Since states were required to secure OEO approval of CAA designati ons following passage
of the Green amendment, State OEO negotiated an agreement with regional OEO officials that the
State of Vermont would designate the existing five CAAs, leaving their geographic service areas
unchanged. In exchange, the CAAs had to comply with the new statutory policies governing board
composition, and public officials in at least one town in each CAA area also had to agree to that
te rritory being designated as the CAA region.
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Later, federal intent to end CM autonomy was articulated in the "Public Sector" section
a lengthy OEO instruction on "The Mission of the Community Action Agency," which was issu
on November 16, 1970:
No community can ever be fully responsive to the needs of the poor without the
active participation and cooperation of its duly elected or appointed officials. In this
regard it is also essential that the CM develop a close working partnership with the
State Economic Opportunity Office.
On June 20, 1968, Governor Hoff signed an executive order designating the five CAAs a
their regions. The only time those designations have been altered was in 1980, when Govern
Richard Snelling named a new agency, Northeast IGngdom Community Action, to replace OCO
as the CM serving the towns in Orleans, Caledonia, and Essex counties of Vermont. 19
STATE OEO'S ABILI1Y TO SURVIVE IS OFTEN TESTED

State OEO's history has rarely been free of conflict. Its effectiveness and, indeed, its v1
existence have been challenged at several critical points.
1971: Separation from the Governor's Office. Governor Deane Davis (father of Windsor Cout

organizer and later State OEO Director Tom Davis) spearheaded legisl ative action that

reorgani~

many departments of state government into so-called superagencies, the largest of them being u
Agency of Human Services (AHS). State OEO was made a part of AHS, a decision opposed
poverty program advocates who believed State OEO should remain an adjunct of the Governo·
Office to "have higher visibility and get the attention it needed," according to Francis "TopJX
McFaun, a member of Tom Davis's staff who late r became State OEO director. The legislatir
which established AHS also called for the heads of its departments and divisions to be appoinli
by the governor. There were only two exceptions, which were designated classified state civil servi.
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positions: the director of the AHS administrative services office and the director of State OEO.
This "shows how little they thought of us," says Tom Davis.
William Cowles was named the first secretary of AHS, which becam e operational as an
agency in January of 1971. At that time, State OEO was immersed in developing Ve rm ont 's daycare system, a project undertaken by State OEO in 1968 with federal OEO money and later awarded
$1.8 million in federal HEW funds provided under the Family Assistance Program promoted by
President Richard Nixon.

Governor Davis was instrumental in securing this funding, and in

September of 1970, he had designated State OEO as the office responsible for the licensing and
regulation of Vermont's day-care facilities. 20
State OEO, dwarfed by the huge Department of Social Welfare which was interested in
taking over its well-endowed day-care program, had to fight to maintain control. Strong differences
of opinion erupted within AHS over how to manage Vermont's day-ca re systems: Davis and Dan
Holland, the State OEO deputy director heading day-care operations, favored comprehensive child
development services that involved low-income parents in the process; Cowles and his advisers
argued that the state should stretch available budget dollars by supporting less costly day care
without the additional social services.
This and other policy conflicts peaked in July of 1971 , when Tom D avis resigned as State
OEO director. Acting on Davis's recommendation, the governor offered Holland the job despite
AHS Secretary Cowles's opposition. Holland, who declined due to mixed levels of support among
the CAA directors, recommended Francis McFaun for the position and served as acting State OEO
director for a few months until McFaun was appointed in late 1971.
1973-1974: The demise of National OEO. Even before the Arab oil embargo was declared, 1973 was

a time of financial crisis for Vermont. As federal funds for the popular effo rt to create new day-care
fac iliti es dried up and th e state was unabl e to finance the project, Governo r Thomas Salmon in
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January ordered a reorganization which shifted most of State OEO 's day-care operations to a new
Office of Child Development. 21 Then in February, President Richard Nixon, who disliked the War
on Poverty programs he inherited when he took office, 22 proposed a budget that called for the
dismantling of OEO at the end of June 1973, along with the elimination of federal support for most
OEO programs, including funding for State OEOs, legal services, and community action programs.
In an impassioned plea to the state's representatives to Congress, State OEO Director
McFaun declared that Nixon's plan invalidated the nation's promise to help poor Americans:
We strongly feel that the War on Poverty cannot now be terminated with honor; that
our Government has a deep and abiding comm itment to all of its citizens and that
these commitments will not be met under the President's proposed priorities for
distribution of our country's resources.

(McFaun to Vermont congressional

delegation, February 21, 1973)
McFaun asserted that the proposal could have a devastating social and economic impact on th e state.
The loss of OEO "local initiative" funding to the CAAs alo ne represented a hundred jobs and $1.8
million in fed e ral support, and there were fears that programs worth 425 jobs and $4 million
altogether in Vermont would be seriously affected, directly or indirectly.
Similar outcries erupted in other states, resulting in a court order limiting the president's
right to impound funds already appropriated by Congress for these programs. State and fede ral
officials scrambled to devise a plan to sustain the program networks th at had been created over th e
last decade, knowing that the court order only postponed Nixon's plan by a year and that current
OEO grants to CAAs would expire in 1974. The budget request th a t State OEO submitted to
Governor Salmon in the fall of 1973 sought $130,000 in state funding to sustain minimal State OEO
operations and to preserve the newly created Vermont Low Income Advocacy Council for fiscal year
1975. 23

McFaun also suggested that the governor consider shifting State OEO back into the

Planning Office.
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When the fuel oil crisis struck that winter, National OEO fund ed Vermont CAAs to develop
"home maintenance" and emergency fuel projects to help low-income people cope with growing
heating costs, the nuclei of large-scal e weatherization and winter fuel aid programs still active today .
The following spring, with prospects for continued federal support looking bl eak, the Vermont
legislature kept State OEO in the state budget by passing an appropriations bill which set the fiscal
1975 budget for State OEO at two dollars, one state and one federal.
In Washington, Congress passed "continuing resolutions" to keep community action programs
alive while permanent legislation was being developed. A year of intensive negotiations eventually
produced a package of compromise decisions. Several OEO programs (e.g. , Head Start, Legal Aid,
Job Corps) were spun off to other federal agencies. The federal OEO was abolished in July of 1974,
replaced by a new Community Services Administration, or CSA, which continued to fund State OEO
technical assista nce services and CAA planning and administrative functions. However, the CAAs
now had to apply to several different federal agencies to compete for the project funds needed to
develop and operate programs formerly sponsored by a single agency-OEO.

1977-1979: Vermont's energy program battles. The 1973 oil embargo foster ed public support for
programs to help poor Americans afford and conserve heating fuel. This was especially true in
Vermont where the legislature voted state dollars to fund CAA emergency fuel loan programs as
utility costs rose and the federal CSA shifted its attention (and money) from crisis intervention to
energy conservation programs. "Home maintenance" had evolved into a "winterization" program
which was pilot-tested in New England and later renamed "weatherization" as southern states also
became recipients of federal energy program dollars.
In the spring of 1977, Vermont CAAs teamed up against Governor Richard Snelling after
an admi nistration announcement that an emergency fuel aid component of the state's welfare
program would end but that CAA fuel loan programs would be able to fill any consequent gap in
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services. The CAAs disagreed. State OEO Director Wayne Calderara publicly supported the CN
arguments, 24 which weakened the relationship between Calderara and his superior, AHS Secret1
Elizabeth Candon.
The first major infusion of federal funds for emergency fuel assistance arrived in the sumQ
of 1977, a slow congressional response to a natural gas shortage in the Midwest the previous wint
CSA administered the program at the federal level. States were given two months to spend t
money and had several options on how the program could be run. Snelling chose to reserve so:
of the funds for home insulation costs and to restrict the remaining funds to payment of fuel b;
overdue from the previous winter.
Snelling's decision infuriated the CAAs who were expected to administer the program loa
and who wanted Vermont to exercise its option to use the federal money to ease pressure on t
next winter's emergency program by setting up credit accounts with clients' fuel dealers. TheCA
also were unhappy that the administration used $25,000 of the $100,000 appropriated by
legislature for CAA fuel loans to cover administrative costs incurred by the 1977

summerti~

program. In news accounts of the dispute, the national CSA energy program director agreed w.
Vermont's CAAs and claimed that Snelling's action "violates Congressional intention." 25 Howe1
his position was not shared by regional CSA officials who approved the Vermont plan.
Most puzzling of all is how the State Office of Economic Opportunity, which is
supposed to be the chief spokesman for the poor, could go along so meekly with this
Administration approach. For its own community action agencies, this has meant
nothing but trouble when clients blame them for a policy set at the state level.
(Times Atgus editorial, August 16, 1977)
The day after the above editorial appeared, the CAAs learned that administrative control of the 19
summertime CSA fuel program had been shifted from State OEO to the AHS Secretary's Offir
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As 1978 arrived, it appeared that federal support for ene rgy assistance would co ntinue into
future years . State lawmakers expected to take part in policy making for Vermont's programs.
House Appropriations Committee Chair Madeleine Kunin wrote to Calderara in February that "we
urge you to make every effort possible to involve the State of Vermont in all aspects of the Federal
Emergency Energy Assistance Program." In October of 1978, warfare once agai n broke o ut between
the CAAs, who demanded that Snelling release state moni es appropriated for th eir heating-fue l loa n
programs, and administration officials, who wanted to conserve state dollars in a nticipation of
receiving substantial federal emergency fuel funding. At the end of the month, the controversy
centered o n the fuel program contracts Calderara offered the CAAs o n behalf of AHS. The CAA
directors initially refused to sign the contracts, which contained un expected policy changes reducing
eligibility a nd benefits. This triggered news reports that State OEO had accused the CAAs of
delaying services to the poor.
Afte r te ns e negotiations, an amended program got under way. At the end of November, all
weatherization and fuel assista nce programs-represe nting abo ut a third of State OEO operations-were stripped from State OEO and placed unde r th e supervisio n of Don Williamson, specia l
assista nt to AHS Secretary Candon . The administration explained th at State OEO and the CAAs
were no longer able to work together effectively, a valid point symbolized by th e long-t im e exclusio n
of the State OEO director from CAA Directors Association meetings.
In December 1978, the administration charged that the CAA fuel loa n programs were
mismanaged and that Vermont's emergency fuel program s could be admini ste red more efficiently
by the Department of Social Welfare. Calderara, who by then had littl e to lose politically and who
enjoyed some job security due to his classified position in the state personnel system, was quick to
defend the CAA programs and administrators. The next year Calderara refused to participate in
an admi nistration initiative which prompted a federal program audit investigation resu lting in th e
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dismantling of OCCSA, the CAA for northeastern Vermont. The investigation uncovered CSA
record-keeping weaknesses across the state, which added to CAA displeasure with State OEO, th e
office responsible for advising the CAAs on the adequacy of their CSA program management
practices.

By late 1979, Calderara was openly expressing his opinion that the administration was trying
to force him to leave State OEO. The weatherization program, still carried out locally by the CAAs,
was being administered by the state's Comprehensive Employment and Training Office, historically
influenced by Snelling officials who had led the attack on OCCSA. In September the administration
shifted responsibility for running emergency fuel aid programs from the CAAs to the Department
of Social Welfare. By then, the gap separating State OEO and the CAAs seemed insurmountabl e.

1981-1982:

Dawn of the New Federalism. Ronald Reagan's election to the presidency in 1980

signaled a major shift in the nation's policies and programs aimed at poor Americans. In Vermont,
when Marjorie Witherspoon interviewed for the job of State OEO director to replace Wayn e
Calderara, who had taken a post in another department, AHS Secretary Candon advised
Witherspoon that the administration was reviewing the status of State OEO. At that tim e, the office
was a very small operation almost entirely dependent upon federal funds.

Its future as a

freestanding governmental bureau was questionable.
The appointment of Witherspoon, legislative lobbyist for the Vermont Low Income Advocacy
Council and a former CAA employee, was regarded as a Snelling administration effort to make
peace with the CAAs. Witherspoon was hired on a temporary basis because the governor intended
to seek legislative approval to convert the State OEO director's personnel status from a classified
to exe mpt position, a change e nact ed o n March 27, 1981. The CAA directors did not oppose thi s
because, according to former Champlain Valley Office of Economic Opportunity head Don Goff,
they "wanted State OEO back in th e Governor's Office where it had some se nse of authority."
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The federal Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1981 significantly changed social
programs, mostly by reducing access to public assistance benefits, especially for employable
Americans. Numerous programs designed for specific client or problem types were consolidated into
block grants with responsibility for administration, including determination of which programs to
suppo rt, shifted from federal agencies to state governments.
The block grant programs are intended to confer great discretion on the States,
which by statute are the primary auditors of their own expenditures ... . Accordingly, when an issue arises as to whether a State has complied with its assurances and
the statutory provisions, the regulations provide that the Department (of Health and
Human Services) will ordinarily defer to the State's interpretation of its assurances
and the statutory provisions. 26
The Reagan administration called for the elimination of CSA and its program s. Whe n this
was opposed in Congress, the president's budget office proposed to bury CAA act ivities in a
"Social/Community Services and Categorical Health Consolidation Block Grant" where co mmunity
action programs would be competing for funds with a host of oth er state and private hea lth and
social service agencies. Ultimately, a Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) was created as part
of the OBRA legislation to continue a red uced level of core funding to CAAs . A chief sponsor of
the CSBG component of the law was Vermont Senator Rob ert Stafford.
Lawmakers anticipated that states where CAAs lacked public visibility or support would like ly
spend CSBG funds on non-CAA programs, resulting in the fragmentation and eventual destruction
of an antipoverty program structure nearly two decades in th e making. Therefore, th e CSBG
legislation earmarked at least 90 percent of the block grant funds for CAAs designated as such unde r
the Economic Opportunity Act and governed by the type of three-sector boa rd defi ned in the act.
The Community Services Administration did not survive, howeve r. At th e end of September, CSA
and its regional offices were closed, replaced by a single, Washington-based Office of Community
Services created in the Department of Health and Human Se rvices to administe r CSBG a nd to efkct
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"the programmatic close-out functions related to funds awarded by the CSA in fiscal year 1981 and
prior years."27 The 1981 demise of CSA and repeal of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 were
mourned by dozens of federal, state, and local poverty program leaders in New England who
collectively rented a ferry (dubbed The Titanic) for a commemorative gathering. Former Governor
Hoff received a mailgram from former First Lady "Lady Bird" Johnson:
It has come to my attention that some of the original anti-poverty workers of Region
One are assembled on the waters of Boston Harbor today. I know my husband
Lyndon would have been grateful as I am for your unflagging determination to hold
onto the dream of the Great Society .... (September 4, 1981)
The transition to block grant funding meant that states had to decide if they wanted the
money, how to administe r it, who would be involved, and how to allocate funds among the eligible
agencies. CAAs were accustomed to receiving grants directly from federal agencies as part of a
national funding competition. Now they would have to look to th eir state governments for financi al
support.

A 1984 study by the U.S. General Accounting Office found that few states chose to

continue federa l funding patterns establ ished unde r th e competitive grant process and that most, like
Vermont, instituted new all ocation formula methods to distribute CSBG funds. Vermont legislators
also demanded a role in developing the state block grant plans required by federal law.28
Vermont was fortunate in that the whole state was already covered by a network of CAAs.
Its small size also facilitated communications among public and local officials, giving Vermont a
framework for planning community services not enjoyed by larger states. But even in Vermont,
poverty program leaders worried that in time public support for sustaining the CAA network might
diminish. Responding to concerns expressed by CAA directors, th e Vermont Low Income Advocacy
Council, and other poverty program advocates, a new state statute was enacted which took effect on
April20, 1982. Act 173, supported by State OEO and the CAAs, reaffirmed Vermont's commitment
to the War on Poverty and authorized State OEO to "allocate available financial assistance for
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community services agencies and programs in accordance with state and federal law and
29

regulation."

The statute then defined community services agencies in a manner which excluded

all but the CAAs.

Witherspoon subsequently designated Vermont's five CAA.s as community

services agencies under Act 173. As federal CSBG law has continued to restrict funding to CAA.s
existing prior to 1981, the state statute so far has not been needed to defend the continued funneling
of CSBG funding to Vermont's CAA.s.
At the time the OBRA was enacted in 1981, CAA and State OEO programs were financed
by a collection of CSA grants scheduled to expire at various points over the next two yea rs . CSBG
was funded at a level that reduced th e overall amount of federal support to Vermont CAAs by 25
percent in the first year and an additional 20 pe rcent in 1982. State OEO and the CAA directors
jointly crafted an elaborate multiyear plan which kept th e offices alive by grad uall y phasing in CSBG
funding as the CSA grants expired. 30 This "downsizing" period was intensified by the phaseout of
Comprehensive Employm e nt and Training Act (CETA) programs which had bee n paying th e wages
of nea rly a third of CAA staff membe rs.

This particular change also res ulted in clos ure of

Vermo nt's CETO office, which had housed th e weatherization program since 1978. That program ,
now funded by the federal D epartment of Energy, was returned to State OEO in December of 1981.
For both political and administrative purposes, State OEO needed to develop a reporting
system to track services provided with CSBG funds. Witherspoon hired a consultant for this purpose
and in 1982 proposed a twelve-form client services and time accounting system. It was greeted with
outrage at Vermont CAAs, long-accustom ed to using their own, relat ively simpl e management
information systems a nd proud of th e nonburea ucrat ic image they presented to low-income
Vermonters . As the CAA directors were nego ti ating this issue with Witherspoon, newspapers
reported that a low-income citizen group called People Power, organized by th e Addison County
Community Action Group headed by Tom Plumb, claimed that State OEO was trying to "cripple"
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the CAAs with excessive paperwork and demanded Witherspoon's resignation.

31

After weeks ~

negotiation with the CAAs, State OEO got legislative approval to initiate a modified reporti~
system on a trial basis. Tempers cooled as the system was amended over time . State-CAA relation
had weathered another calamity.

1991: A fight for survival. When Richard Snelling was reelected governor in late 1990, pub\l
attention was focused on the state's economic crisis and reported plans to cut program budget
drastically. State OEO Director Pamela Greene had resigned in September, a decision made afir ~

z

Governor Madeleine Kunin announced that she did not intend to run for reelection. With Kun~ :J

~

0

and presumably also AHS Secretary Gretchen Morse only a few months longer in office, Avram Pal 0.

0.

took a leave of absence from his position as assistant to the Department of Social Welfare (DS\1'

0

()

:E

commissioner to accept an appointment as interim State OEO director. CAAs gene ra lly regardei 0

z

the choice of Patt as nonthreatening because he formerly had directed a nonprofit agency co-locate:

0

(.)

UJ

with a CAA and in 1987 had worked for the CAA directors as a State House lobbyist. Patt too ~

w

over an office already battered by budget reductions which had cut the staff from thirteen persor, U
w

w

to nine due to the mandatory elimination of temporary and contractua l positio ns (fig. 2).

0

...u.

After taking office in January, Governor Snelling appo inted Cornelius "Con" Hogan as AHi ~
fl.

Secretary. In Executive Order #1 issued on January 15, 1991, the governor an no unced plans L
abolish State OEO, eliminating the director, assistant director, and secretary positions an•
transferring the remaining six positions and their associated programs to DSW. T he o rder reasonei
that
it is desirable to streamline and reorganize departments and divisions within th e
Agency by combining certain activities and to avoid duplication and improve
communications; and ... the Secretary of the Agency has determined that services
can be delivered more economically and efficiently by transferri ng the functi o ns of
the Office of Economic Opportunity to the Department of Social Welfare.
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Fig. 2 . State Office of Economic Opport uni ty (SOEO) Staff (November 1990)
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The executive order was scheduled to take effect May 1, unless blocked in either the House or
senate of the Vermont General Assembly. It angered the CAAs who were frequent adversaries of
DSW regarding welfare policies they saw as harmful to their clients. The executive order would give
the DSW commissioner administrative control of CAA grant funds. The CAAs led a drive to
convince lawmakers to reject the plan, using strategies such as publishing a CAA "broadside"
lambasting the governor's plan ("Snelling Order Signals End to War on Poverty"). Meanwhile, Patt
became the object of distrust among many CAA staffers who suspected that he endorsed Snelling's
proposal because he had not completely severed ties to his former DSW job when he moved to State
OEO and was not openly protesting the order.
The 1991 legislative session was strenuous with CAAs and other social program advocates
fighting to preserve services at a time when most lawmakers agreed that deep budget cuts were
necessary to stabilize the state's economy. Patt's status as "interim" OEO director continued during
the legislative session. State OEO started preparing for change because its budget for the fiscal year
set to begin that July excluded funding for the three positions targeted for elimination in the
executive order. 32 Then on April 12, the state senate overwhelmingly passed a Health and Welfare
Committee resolution rejecting the Snelling order because
the effectiveness of the office of economic opportunity as an advocate depends on
its status of independence from any department of government. ... (Vermont Senate
Resolution 7)
State OEO thereby survived as a smaller but still freestanding office.

On Secretary Hogan's

recommendation, Governor Snelling appointed Patt to be State OEO director in July, an
appointment ren ewed by Governor Howard Dean after Snelling's unexpected death in August of
1991.

II. STATE OEO TODAY: A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
MISSION

Even though the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 was repealed a decade ago and State
OEO has been threatened with extinction at several points in its twe nty-nine-year history, State
OEO's mission has remained virtually unchanged since its inception. Sometim es the langu age used
to defi ne the mission has taken on diffe rent ton es depending on the prio riti es of th e tim e o r of the
State OEO leadership. For instance, in th e fiscal year 1983 AHS state plan, State OEO Director
Withe rspoon 's past as a legislative advocate was apparent when she described "th e philosophy of th e
State OEO that all low income Vermonters can lead eco nomically indepe nd ent lives and participate
effective ly in gove rnment through its de mocratic process. " A missio n statement drafted by Avram
Patt in July 1991 put special emphas is o n State OEO's objective to "stre ngt hen community
capabilities fo r dea ling with th e causes and th e symptoms of poverty .. . ." Such nu ances as ide, th e
State OEO mi ss io n since 1964 has rema ined prim a ril y
•

to advise the governo r, o th e r agencies of state and feder al gove rnm e nt, and th e
public on poverty issues;

•

to assist local communities and groups in addressing poverty;
to act as liaison within state government for community action and othe r local
agencies;

•

to administer federal and state antipoverty programs;

•

to mobilize nongovernmental and private sector involvement in addressing the ca uses
a nd symptoms of pove rty; and

•

to coordinate these efforts with state and local agencies .
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How State OEO has gone about fulfilling the mission has varied over time. For exarnr
as the young CAAs became more experienced in assessing needs and developing their own regiQ
plans, State OEO was able to shift its attention more toward research, intergovernmental plannt
and work on state and federal policy issues. The degree to which State OEO has focused on C!
grants management and technical assistance matters has historically varied with the programs, lo
agency needs, obligations to funding sources, and the individuals directing State OEO and C!
effort s.
PROGRAMS AND BUDGET

State OEO's main program admi nistration responsibilities relate to CSBG, ha
weatherization, Vermont Job Start (a small-business loan program started with state financin1
1978), and a Food and Nutrition Outreach Program funded by state and federal dollars. State 0!

also ad mini ste rs a set of federal eme rgency food and shelter project grants.

It has work

agreements with othe r state agencies to manage jointly the di stribution of farmers ' market

co u~

and federal food co mmoditi es and to fund CAAs to help low- income Vermonters apply forD\
hea ting-fue l aid programs.
State OEO services are predominantly delivered through grants to local agencies. Howev
State OEO staff also take part in cooperative effo rts by public and private agencies to address so:
issues in Vermont (e.g., teen pregnancy, hunger, hom elessness). They are able to affect natio:
policy by staying in contact with Vermont's congressional offices and by participating
orga ni zational networks enabling collaboration with their counterparts in other states on progn
and social issues.
State OEO's budget for the 1992 fiscal year was $6,335,740, of which 94 percent 1
distributed in the form of program grants to CAAs and other nonprofit organizations. 0:
4 percent of that State OEO budget came fro m the state's General Fund, most of which was ill
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to draw an equal amount of federal U.S. Department of Agriculture dollars to fund the CAA-based
food outreach program.

Fifty-two percent was in "special fund" acco unts for inte rest incom e

generated on Job Start loans and tax revenues earmarked for State OEO's energy conservation
programs. The remaining 44 percent was in federal funding for Vermont's CSBG and weatherization
programs.
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND PROCESS

Agency of Human Services. State OEO is a tiny part of the Agency of Human Se rvices ( AHS), which

remains the largest component of Vermont state government. AHS's twelve depa rtm ents, divisions,
and offices (fig. 3) represent a work force of nearly 3,200 employees, including 290 te mporary
positions. AHS is headed by a secretary appointed by the governor with the consent of th e state
senate. Secretary Hogan convenes department and division heads in "policy executives" meetings
held every three weeks or more often if needed. Hogan sets th e agenda for th e meetings, which a re
used to "relay, explain, and provide guidance o n administrative edicts," according to State OEO
director Patt, as well as to discuss majo r agency initi at ives such as developi ng qu a ntita tive meas ures
of social needs and programs.

These meetings also provide a forum fo r mutual support and

assistance. For instance, Patt noted that, whe n the DSW commissioner was summ o ned to expl ain
caseload statistics and preliminary welfare reform options to Governor Snelling, she rehea rsed th e
presentation before the "Policy Execs" who critiqued it thoroughly, knowing Snelling's keen inte rest
in quantitative a nalysis of public issues.
Department heads have limits on th eir authority.

Their budgets are decided by th e

legislature and cannot be changed administratively. Som e rul es, such as those gove rnin g State
OEO's small-business loan program , are subject to legislative approval, and department executives
are expected to consult the AHS Secretary before instituting any significant poli cy cha nges. Without
adm inistration review and approval , no a ppointed state o ffi cial is allowed to propose, endorse, o r
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work on any legislation that affects his/her department or programs. However, officials a re expected
and obliged to respond honestly when lawmakers question them about th ese matters . If th e
adm inistration (i.e., the governor) supports a particular legislative issue, it is both permitted and
expected that department executives will work actively on that issue.

State Office of Economic Opportunity. The State OEO staff now consists of seven pe rsons: th e
director, four program managers, an accountant, and a weatherization program fi eld technician
(fig. 4). The budget enacted in 1991 meant the loss of an assistant director and State O EO 's only
secreta ry-receptionist, who had also provided staff support for the Job Start program . A year earlier,
State OEO had enjoyed the services of four additional employees who pe rfo rm ed cle ri cal,
weathe rization, accounting, and computer programming services on a temporary or contractual basis.
Those positions were terminated under Kunin administration budget reduction policies. Negotiations
with the Department of Aging and Disabilities and other AHS pe rsonn el result ed in State OEO's
forfeiting office space in exchange for some secretarial a nd receptioni st services. However, State
OEO's o rganizational capacity is sti ll greatly diminished from its ea rli e r years.
Informal networking is the predominant mode of communication within State OEO. Before
1991, State OEO had periodic "manage rs' meetings" to discuss policy and administrative iss ues and
monthly meetings of the full staff. Staff reductions rendered that format absurd, so Patt now meets
privately every week with each employee except the weatherization technician, and th e full staff is
convened every few weeks. Appropriate staffers meet from tim e to tim e to address specific iss ues
of concern. Most internal decisions are made on a consultative or collaborative basis, dependin g o n
the subject matter. Patt's operating style, which he calls the "No Surprises Doctrin e of Public
Management," is to maintain ongoing communications with the AHS Secretary, as well as with hi s
colleagues and staff. Continuing a practice of previous administrations, all AHS department heads
submit weekly written reports to the Secretary, which are digested into the Secretary 's reports to th e
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governor. These reports keep the Governor's Office informed about existing or emerging issues.
Feedback occasionally returns to the departments by the same route.
Stale OEO-CAA communications. External communications with the CAAs tend to focus on program

grants, policies and policy-making processes, and poverty-related issues. The CAA grant proposal
and reporting process is one framework through which State OEO is regularly supplied with
community-based data needed to advocate poverty issues at the state level. State OEO Director Patt
is in frequent contact with each of the CAA directors and, as he requested, meets with their
association at least quarterly. State OEO program managers also maintain a pattern of usually
informal, often verbal, interactions with CAA field and administrative staff, visiting local offices when
possible or needed.

This practice helps State OEO and the local agencies to address minor

problems quickly and with a minimum of bureaucracy and to keep one another informed about their
concerns, issues related to inadequate delivery or coordination of state agency services, and program
implementation problems. It also serves simply to keep the lines of communication open between
State OEO and the CAAs.
State OEO's formal administrative relationships with the CAAs are detailed in short-term
(mostly one-year), limited-purpose grants and contracts. Restrictions on program activities usually
are driven by federal law or regulation, such as the CSBG statute that limits eligibility to provide or
receive CSBG-funded services, or laws restricting lobbying activities by agencies receiving federal
funds. Many policies are determined within the state, such as grant reporting requirements or the
guidelines governing the federal food commodity distribution program. CAAs are given opportunity
to take part in such state-level policy making either through formal processes such as contract
negotiatio ns or the yearly public hearing on the state plan for the block grant or through informal
communications between State OEO and CAA personnel.
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Few State OEO grants are awarded competitively to loca l agencies. Most state and federal
funds appropriated to State OEO for community-based programs are allocated among the C AAs
according to formulas calculated by State OEO to reflect an estimate of th e relative need for the
program in each CAA region. The allocation formula for an upcoming ro und of program grants is
negotiable with the CAA directors as a group and tends to be revised at least annually to update
demographic data factored into the formula . When State OEO invites CAAs to apply for a grant,
the CAAs generally are told the dollar amount for which to apply and are provided a format to
follow in preparing the grant proposal, which must include a work program a nd line-item budget.
Grant applications, tailored to accommodate parameters established by the funding source, are
approved by the CAA board of directors before they are submitted to State OEO. The CAA
director and State OEO director meet as needed to negotiate details of a gra nt agreemen t.
When a grant agreement is signed, the CAA is obligated to carry out the program as agreed
and in accordance with any associated legal or adm inistrative requirements stated in the grant. The
CAAs undergo an independent, agencywide audit every year, and State OEO mo nitors grant-related
activities through site visits to CAAs and ana lys is of program repo rts. Whi le State OEO must track
and eva lu a te CAA performance to assure compli ance with grant terms, it has no direct supervisory
authority over CAA personnel as the CAAs are private corporations a nd not government agencies.
If there are problems, it is up to the CAA to determine and take appropriate remedial action . State

OEO may and does make recommendations, but barring hard evidence that grants are being grossly
mismanaged or that the CAA no longer qualifies as an eligibl e grantee, State OEO cannot direct
the internal management practices of the CAA without the exp ressed permission of the local agency.

A case study:

The Addison County controversy. As Vermont's CAAs matured over time the

'

Champlain Valley Office of Economic Opportunity (CVOEO) stood out as being the only CAA
which, as a matter of corporate policy, continued to promote a decentralized management structu re.
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In the four other CAA regions, local or county community action groups eventually were absorbed
into the regional agencies and their boards were allowed, and in some cases encouraged, to dissolve.
This was not the case at CVOEO. When Donald Goff became CVOEO director in 1976 the
'
Addison County Community Action Group (ACCAG) was still functioning as a CVOEO "delegate
agency," a separate organization with its own board, though many of its services and most of its stafr
salaries were funded with monies (mostly federal CSBG and weatherization) granted by State OEO
to CVOEO. The delegate agencies representing each of the other three counties in CVOEO
territory at the time the multicounty CAA was organized in 1965 had dissolved.
Goff, who directed CVOEO until 1987, explai ns that the agency saw decentralization as a
strategy for long-term preservation of antipoverty programs in the region. CVOEO operated o n the
philosophy that it is commonly regarded as being federally funded, making it difficult for the agency
to attract private-sector contributions, and that one could not predict when public fu nds for CAAs
would be cut off. "If you don't get organized and have a stro ng local base that knows how to raise
money, you're in trouble when the federal funds run out," Goff notes, adding that he did not
discourage ACCAG's independent corporate status and in fact urged the Chittenden and FranklinGrand Isle offices to form their own nonprofit organizations, as well. Goff acknowledges that the
public's pe rception of ACCAG as being-or as not being-a part of CVOEO has historically
differed acco rding to the individual and the issue. From time to time, the confusing relationship
between the organizations permitted situations to arise in which ACCAG and CVOEO leaders acted
in conflict with one another. For instance, Goff was president of the Vermont CAA Directors
Associa tion at the time State OEO announced the controversial new CAA reco rd-kee ping system
in 1981. He and the other directo rs were negotiating with OEO Director Marjo ri e With erspoon on
that subject when Addison County People Power publicly demanded the resignations of Witherspoon
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and her deputy. A chief spokesperson for the group was Tom Plumb, correctly identified as working
for ACCAG but also on the CVOEO payroll.
In June of 1989, the ACCAG board asked State OEO Director Pamela Greene to make
ACCAG "prime subcontractor of your programs for the Addison County area" following a dispute
with CVOEO's new director, Robert Kiss, over how the weatherization program should be operated
in the county. State OEO did not regard the action requested by ACCAG as an option because
both the federal CSBG statute and Department of Energy regulations stipulated that block grant and
weatherization funds must go to the CAAs designated unde r the Economic Opportunity Act.
Variance from this policy was permitted only when a CAA was stripped of its federal funds for cause
(e.g., gross mismanagement), leaving a geographic a rea unserved by the federal grant. Even if State
OEO had evidence of such "cause" and launched an investigation that resulted in CVOEO 's being
defunded, 1984 amendments to the CSBG statute also provided that the unse rved area would have
to be offered to the other adjacent regional CAAs. 33

ACCAG was info rmed of th e federal

restrictions and advised that the likelihood of ACCAG becoming "prime subcontractor" for th ese
federal programs in Addison County appeared to be ze ro. ACCAG also asked State OEO to
investigate CVOEO's inaction on a long-standing nomination of an Addison County state senator
to serve on the CVOEO board. This particular issue triggered a series of communications between
State OEO and CVOEO related to the size and composition of the CVOEO board, a discussion still
under way when Patt replaced Greene as State OEO director. Consistent with his "no surprises"
policy, Patt told Con Hogan about the Addison County situation in th e fall of 1990, even before
Hogan formally became AHS Secretary. Patt visited ACCAG in la te Decembe r, mee ting with
ACCAG board members and offeri ng to hire a mediator to help settl e th e matter. ACCAG was
receptive to the idea, but CVOEO balked because mediation was viewed as a formal process that
assumed there was a co nflict to be resolved and that there was consensus on th e desired o utcome.
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The following spring, ACCAG renewed its petition to "secede" from CVOEO and assume
administrative responsibility for the county's antipoverty programs. Patt and the State OEO staffers
responsible for managing the weatherization and CSBG programs were in frequent contact with
ACCAG and CVOEO personnel, making little apparent progress toward resolution. At several
points during the winter, Patt suggested that a public hearing might be held if the situation continued
to escalate, an option approved by Secretary Hogan, who had been kept informed via the weekly
reporting process. Patt's decision to schedule a hearing for late June was discussed with the CAA
directo rs, who were watching the scenario closely and would have protested any attempt by a state
agency to interfere with the internal management practices of a CAA where there was no legal cause
to justify State OEO involvement.
The hearing held in Addison County was, predictably, heavily attended by ACCAG
supporters.

State OEO's fift een-page report, "Community Action Services in Addison County:

Observations, Comments and Conclusions," was reviewed with Secretary Hogan before its release
in August. The repo rt agreed with ACCAG that there were areas for improvement, particularly with
regard to CVOEO's internal communications and a boa rd structure which, although legally
constituted, did not appear to be in keeping with the spirit of the law. It also affirmed that State
OEO was neither empowered nor motivated to establish a separate community action agency for
Addison County. State OEO responded to concerns expressed at the hea ring and suggested several
alternatives aimed at improving the working relationship between ACCAG and CVOEO and
clarifying the distinctions between the two organizations. The repo rt pointed out that all of the
parties engaged in the dispute shared the goal of serving the best interests of the area's low-incom e
residents.
The State OEO report was denounced in editorials, political cartoons, and articles in Addison
County newspapers for weeks following its release. Governor Dean's office was inundated with
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letters from ACCAG supporters, prompting discussions among State OEO, Secretary Hogan, and
the Governor's Office on how to deal with the problem and who should do it. Letters flowed to and
from the chairperson of the CVOEO board.
Before and after the public hearing, ACCAG wrote to several federal and state agencies,
requesting that control of Addison County programs be transferred from CVOEO to ACCAG.
Since unpaid ACCAG Director Tom Plumb had been indicating a conflict of interest by outwardly
challenging CVOEO's authority and resources, he was asked by CVOEO to either resign as ACCAG
director or leave his paid job as CVOEO's Addison County developer. Plumb refused both options
and in October was dismissed from the CVOEO staff for this and additional personnel action
reasons. Plumb then claimed that State OEO had engineered his dismissal.
State OEO's offer to hire a "facilitator"-for a less formal process than mediation-sparked
some interest as did a suggestion that CVOEO subcontract with ACCAG to perform local services.
ACCAG and CVOEO representatives are still discussing these issues, and correspondence continues
to be exchanged among the parties. The Addison County situation is not yet resolved and probably
will not be for a long time, if ever.

Ill. STATE OEO TODAY AND TOMORROW: AN ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS
ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES

In dealing with the Addison County controversy, State OEO acted in accordance with its
stated mission to advise, assist, coordinate, advocate, and administer. This challenge, coming at a
time whe n State OEO itself was facing possible extinction due to the 1991 executive order,
highlighted critical organizational issues which the office must confront if it wants not only to survive
as an agency but also to fulfill its mandate in a changeable political context.
Experience. The Addison County situation provoked the first incidence in a dozen years of a state

agency attempting to influence the managerial polici es of a community action agency, evokin g
memories of the 1979 dismantling of OCCSA, the original CAA fo r no rth eastern Vermont, an event
which had embitte red poverty program advocates statewide. ACCAG's request was the first time
in twe nty-five years that the regional designatio ns for Vermont's CAAs had been seriously
challenged.
The "cast of characters" at State OEO and the CAAs has changed over the years. Patt is new
to State OEO, and none of the five present CAA directors has been in that position for mo re than
five years. Turnove r in agencies, as well as in the executive and legislative branches of government,
erodes institutional memory as well as commitment to follow through on strategies decided years
earlier. ACCAG's secession request has raised questions about whether CAA operations belong on
the public agenda and, if so, who controls the agenda and determines the outcomes.
Another experiential issue pertains to the profound cultural and operational differences
between agencies of state government and private corporations, such as the CAAs. As noted earli er,
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this distinction means that, while State OEO may have control over CAA performance under a
program grant agreement, control does not extend to a CA/\s organizational behavior beyond the
conditions defined by the grant. State OEO is one of the few state agencies that rely on local
organizations to organize and deliver their program services. This makes the office vulnerable to
situations in which others in state government misunderstand the extent of State OEO authority and
blame State OEO for CAA actions they find disagreeable. Similarly, few CAA and state agency
employees have the experience of working in the other organizational environment. Communication
breakdowns are inevitable unless state and local agencies which must work together closely make
an effort to educate each other about how the other agency thinks and behaves and why.
People in private organizations have a different perspective on issues and alternatives for
action than do government employees. Local advocates tend to be less bound by institutional inertia
and political pressure because, unlike state agencies such as OEO, they are not required to consider
whether their programs or actions are compatible with those in other agencies, with the overall state
social services system, and with the agenda of the current governor. They enjoy a freedom to act
that is not available to state agencies, which are parts of and controlled by a much larger
organizational system. Receiving government grants does not make the CAAs government agencies.
However, operating publicly funded programs does make CAAs part of a complex governmental
response to public needs. Thus, in accepting grants, the CAAs also accept an obligation to promote
productive working relationships with state agencies.
Jurisdiction. State OEO cannot change a budget established by the legislature.

After an

appropriation for community-based programs is granted to local agencies, State OEO may respond
in several ways if a CAA experiences a financial crisis due to an unexpected jump in demand for
services: (1) inaction, which could result in suspension of program services in the CAA region;
(2) an effort to convince the four other CAAs to forfeit some of th eir program funds in order to
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help bail out the CAA in distress-an unlikely and administratively cumbersome scenario; and (3) an
attempt to mobilize additional funds, either discretionary funds available to State OEO, which are
scarce, or support from other public- or private-sector sources. State OEO cannot finance a CAA
"cost overrun" in anticipation of receiving additional funds in the future .
State control of block grant or other funding is still subject to federal laws or regulations
limiting organizational or administrative behavior, such as audit standards, limits on client eligibility
or services, lobbying restrictions, and rules on use of federal dollars to leverage private-sector
support. State OEO can and does control the conditions under which grant programs are designed
and implemented by the CAAs, but it does not have authority over the CAAs themselves. State
OEO is empowered to reject, terminate, or amend grant agreements and would be obligated to do
so if activities funded with grant monies were inconsistent with the terms of the grant. For instance,
if State OEO had determined that the CVOEO board structure did not meet the criteria establish ed
for CAAs in the Economic Opportuni ty Act, there would have been some legal basis for challenging
CVOEO eligibility as a CSBG grantee. Or, if State OEO had found that CSBG services were not
being del ive red in Addison County as stated in CVOEO's grant agreement, that, too, would have
provided grounds for State OEO corrective action.
Ideology. Vermont's willingness to take risks and to try new approaches to poverty programs was
established early. Governor Hoff "saw the War on Poverty as a way to energize communities, to
raise aspirations," according to Tom Davis. In an interview for a 1968 magazine published by
National OEO and featuring Vermont's War on Poverty, Hoff was quoted as saying he had "long
advocated that our state be utilized as a laboratory for OE0."
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As former State OEO Director

Francis McFaun put it: "We didn't know what the hell we were doing. We'd make mistakes . We'd
get our faces bloodied. And then we'd come back for more."
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The high-spiritedness of the War on Poverty has been wounded over the years. More than
semantics was involved when federal sponsorship of local poverty programs began to be offered in
the name of "community services" instead of "economic opportunity." Thm Davis, for one, now
wonders if the country's State OEOs have outlived their usefulness due to the gradual displacement
of risk-takers in government by "management-by-objective types wondering what's the least they can
do." Thday Marjorie Witherspoon directs the National Association of State Community Service
Programs, representing State OEO and other CSBG administrators in other states. Like Davis, she
regrets the shift in focus from advocacy to grants management that followed the 1981 drop in federal
support and increased public scrutiny of poverty programs. Witherspoon reports that State OEOs
across the nation "have been sucked into administering programs, just like the CAPs" in order to
survive. As in Vermont, many state governments have taken steps to reorganize or eliminate OEO
programs and offices.
State OEO wrestles with chronic ambivalence regarding its mandate to function as both
advocate and administrator. It is difficult to balance the two. Tilting too far in either direction
could prove fatal to State OEO and seriously damage the state's local poverty programs.
There are management issues to confront. State OEO routinely faces external and internal
pressures to be more demanding in terms of administrative requirements imposed on the CAAs, all
the while knowing that this diminishes resources available to deliver services to the poor. State OEO
could distribute grants to local agencies on a competitive basis, rather than following the usual
procedure of allocating funds according to a formula and asking the CAA to design a program to
suit the budget offered. This scenario would challenge the CAAs to be as creative and selfdisciplined as possible in order to compete successfully for the funds. On the other hand, it also
threatens the opportunity for all areas of the state to have equitable access to poverty program
dollars.

v
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There is no question that State OEO has conflicting motivations. When it comes to working
with a network of agencies covering the whole state, fewer is better. It is less complicated and less
expensive for State OEO to maintain contractual relationships with only five CAAs than it would
be with a larger or variable number of local agencies. Equitable allocation of funds, measurement
of needs and services, and grants management activities are all simplified when State OEO uses the
existing CAA structure as a vehicle for making public resources available to local communities
throughout the state. Fewer is also better from an advocacy standpoint: Vermont's capacity to
develop credible statewide information or positions on poverty issues is affected by the degree to
which antipoverty agencies can work together as a team with a minimum of program fragmentation
and inconsistency in how client needs and services are measured.
An inclination to react to ACCAG's request by promoting the existing CAA regional
structu re appears to run counter to State OEO's mission to help local o rganizations in building
community-based solutions to poverty problems. This is probably not the last time that State OEO
will face a situation where a local group or official seeks State OEO assista nce in achieving an end
which is not desired by the regional CAA. However, a serious effort to bring abo ut the kind of
change desired by ACCAG would require State OEO to search actively for reasons to initi ate an
investigation aimed at destroying CVOEO financially or to attempt to change a federal law written
specifically to prevent the gradual disintegration of the nation's poverty programs. State OEO has
regarded neither of these actions as desirable alternatives.
The Addison County situation is ironic. CVOEO could have chosen decades ago to follow
the path taken by the other CAAs, either dissolving local community action groups into the regional
agency or forcing them to separate organizationally from the CAA. State OEO could have decided
in 1968 to take the national OEO's advice and establish itself as a single statewide CAA of which
the local organizations were simply administrative outposts. In either case, ACCAG probably would
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have either disappeared or spun off from Vermont's federally supported community action system
fifteen or twenty years ago. The conditions which make it impossible for State OEO to grant
ACCAG's wish for independent status as a new community action agency were created because
ACCAG is not the only agency which has supported decentralization over the years.
The "local initiative" issue is not confined to local versus regional CAA differences. If a
CAA wants to run a program in an unusual way, State OEO cannot endorse the CA/\s plan without
first weighing how it would fit with program operations in neighboring CAA regions. In addition,
State OEO must be sensitive to the need for some degree of uniformity when services regarded as
"state" programs are offered to the low-income public even though caseloads and organizational
cultures may vary among the five CAAs. Vermont is a small state. Word travels quickly if a citizen
learns that a cousin in the next county received a "government" service he or she was denied. State
OEO must continuously seek ways to balance consistently its support for local control efforts with
its mission to sustain and coordinate antipoverty activities throughout Vermont.
As discussed earlier in this paper, State OEO is limited in the extent to which it can take

public positions on social issues, particularly those relating to programs within the State OEO
budget. This has exasperated local CAA workers, persuaded that State OEO's lack of visibility on
controversial issues is due to a lack of motivation on State OEO's part. OEO Director Patt notes
that, when the 1991 executive order to abolish the office and shift its programs to DSW control was
pending before the legislature, he "was in the statehouse as minimally as possible, and only to
provide facts, not opinions."

Despite Patt's need to establish trust with lawmakers and the

administration as well as with the CAAs, his lack of public opposition to the Snelling proposal, which
would have been forbidden by the administration, was interpreted by many local CAA workers as
tacit approval. Distrust of this nature might have been averted by better communications between
state and local agencies.
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Political considerations. Opinions differ as to whether the Agency of Human Services is the proper

place for OEO in state government. Paul Guare thinks not, explaining that, because the nature of
State OEO is quite different from anything else in AHS, housing State OEO within that agency
creates unnecessary control issues and competition for funds.

Avram Patt disagrees with that

position, pointing out that by being a part of the AHS planning process, "even though we are small,
we have an effect on the big departments of the Agency." Asked if his office is regarded as being
on an equal footing with the other departments, Patt acknowledges that, while he is free to
participate in the meetings, more weight is given to departments with larger staffs and budgets. This
is particularly true in years when there is pressure on AHS to effect significant reductions in
expenditures.

Although OEO is part of the agency "team," it cannot afford to ali enate other

departments or it may find itself sitting on the bench when policies are decided and resources are
distrib uted.
While State OEO's budget is not inco nsequential , it is very small in comparison to other
parts of government, and the office has littl e discretion in how it may spend the money.

A

department with a small state general fund appropriation may be rega rded as an inexpensive, and
therefore supportable, component of government. On the other hand, its size also makes State OEO
an easy target for budget cutters seeking ways to streamline government operations. It is inevitable
that an administrator either unsupportive of OEO-type programming or unfamiliar with the
intricacies of managing Vermont's poverty programs would attempt to eliminate State OEO as an
efficiency measure and farm its programs out to other state agencies. This is precisely what the
administration proposed in January of 1991. State OEO must strengthen its political position if it
is to withstand another such challenge. In our system of government, the size of a department's
budget is viewed as a measure of its importance. This concept is not applied uniformly, of course.

If it were, the office of the governor would be regarded as a relatively minor part of state
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government. While State OEO may be too small to exert great pressure on other governmental
bodies, it can be seen as a big political liability to a governor suddenly placed in the awkward
position of having to respond to dozens of well-publicized requests from Addison County residents
to "do something" about State OEO's alleged mismanagement of the ACCAG controversy.
State OEO and the CAAs have always been tied together by a political and organizational
interdependency characterized by tension and conflict despite their shared mission. Tom Davis
describes it as a "love-hate relationship." The CAAs are independent of each other but are quick
to unite in the face of a perceived common enemy, such as the 1991 executive order. State OEO
probably would not have survived that crisis if the CAAs had appeared ambivalent about the
administration's proposal. But it is not always easy for State OEO to predict how the CAAs will
behave. For instance, a State OEO plan to award grants competitively rather than to allocate funds
statewide by formula is as likely to be regarded as a threat as it is an opportunity, and the CAAs are
seldom hesitant about letting State OEO know how they feel about issues they consider important.
This tension can be productive. It prevents all of the agencies from becoming complacent about
their capacity for long-term survival.
State OEO 's power and effectiveness have always hinged on who is in charge-the State
OEO director, CAA directors, the AHS Secretary, key legislators, and especially, the governor.
Vermont's plunge into the national War on Poverty was driven to a large extent by Governor Hoff's
commitment to the program. Francis McFaun recalls that Governor Deane Davis was a "big
supporter of OEO and always attended the national OEO meetings," which paid off substantially in
the large federal grant secured for Vermont's day-care programs. Historically, political and financial
support for poverty programs has been strongly influenced by the degree to which they are backed
by the current governor. State OEO's effectiveness is also a function of public opinion-about the
CAAs, about State OEO, about poverty issues in general. At an October 18, 1966, meeting of the
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State OEO Policy Advisory Committee, Tom Davis urged the committee to help him "inte rpret our
program to the public" because "people seem to respond very favorably to individual programs . . .
but are not sold on the concept of the war on poverty." This dilemma persists today.
MIS SION ACCOMPLISHED?

These organizational issues--experience, jurisdiction, ideology, and political considerations-are important aspects of State OEO's operating philosophy. State and local pove rty agencies
need both visibility and respectability if they are to enjoy continued public support. State OEO can
and should contribute to these outcomes by focusing special attention on
• fostering strong, honest, and ongoing communications with the CAAs, with field sta ff as well
as with local agency executives and boards;
• assuring that grants are managed in a professional manner and craft ed to mmtmtze
bureaucratic demands and maximize output in terms of client services and info rm atio n useful
for advocating pove rty-related issues in Vermont;
• educating local pove rty workers about the processes of state gove rnm ent, to prevent
misunderstandings about what state agency employees can and cannot do in term s of poverty
issue advocacy;
• educating others in state governm ent about the rol e and processes o f private, communitybased social service agencies;
• responding to concerns expressed by local agency workers about weakn esses in se rvices and
procedures associated with programs operated by State OEO and o ther state agencies;
• developing quantitative measures of social needs and services and educating local outreach
workers about the importance of their role in gathering this inform atio n;
• using this information to keep the public informed about poverty-related problems and the
role of State OEO and local agencies in identifying and addressing those problems;
• preserving a willingness to take risks, to test new strategies, to challenge existing assumptions
about the causes and conditions of poverty.

Vermont has a history of defying traditional patterns of governm ental behavio r and setting
trends adopted as models by other states. The state's War on Poverty has many national "firsts" to
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its credit: the first State OEO in the country, the first to organize the whole state into community
action regions, the first Head Start grant, the first to accept responsibility fo r taking over poverty
programs when the federal funding process shifted to block grants.
Since its inception in 1964, State OEO's entrepreneurial spirit has caused or contributed to
program outcomes which have had considerable impact in Vermont:
Adult literacy training
Alcohol and drug abuse prevention projects
Buyers clubs and cooperatives
College Work Study
Community Action
Community canneries
Community College of Vermont
Consumer representation on policy making boards
Day-care centers
Dental care for children
Emergency fuel and utility assistance
programs

Foster Grandparents
Head Start
Home weatherization
Parent-Child Centers
Planned Parenthood of Vermont
Senior and youth employment programs
Small business loans
Vermont Job Corps
Vermont Legal Aid
Vermont Low Income Advocacy Council
Veterans Jobs Project
Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA)

Social programming has changed a lot since the 1960's. Tom Davis is right. Poverty agencies
are not as adventurous as they were. But Vermont is no longer starting from scratch in building
social programs. Today's advocates must work in the context of a long national history which
includes memories of program failures, of how much projects wound up costing, of which strategies
alienated which people and why. Those memories have been translated into federal policies that
force state and local agencies to become skilled public administrators if they want to compete
successfully for public dollars and political support. While the process may not seem as exciting as
early War on Poverty activities, it still leaves ample room for innovation. A recent illustration of
Vermont inventiveness occurred when State OEO, the CAAs, the DSW commissioner, and Vermont
lawmakers jointly found a way to enhance CAA client services by designing a federally sponsored
food stamp outreach program funded at a level which made it the envy of the nation's antipoverty
advocates.
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State OEO data and policy analysis have contributed to changes in fe de ral laws gove rning
the administration of poverty-related programs nationwide. As long as pove rty exists in Verm ont,
it appears that there will be a need for State OEO in governm e nt. Ponde ring he r yea rs of wo rking
with Vermont's State OEO and its counterparts in othe r states, Ma rjo ri e Witherspoon offers this
perspective:
I see the role of State OEO as being a kind of conscience that's sepa rate fro m catego rical
programs, as being in the vanguard of poverty issues, putting their finge rs on wh at needs
to be done. The welfare office isn't going to do it. That's not wh at th ey' re about. The
health office isn't going to do it. It's not what they're about. The re just isn't any othe r
o ffice that has the holistic look at what the programs a re in th e states. If OEO directors
a ren't doing that, they're no t do ing their job.
Fo r twenty-nine years the State o f Ve rmont has shown its co mmitm ent to th e Wa r on Poverty
by institutionalizing this antipove rty "co nscience" within state gove rnm e nt in th e fo rm o f State O EO .
Is the commitm e nt permanent? Will th e Ve rmont Office of Eco no mic Oppo rtunity retain its status
as a relative ly freestanding o ffice? Will Sta te OEO be da ring o r co nse rvati ve in bala ncing its roles
as admini strator and advocate? These questions remain to be answe red in a future hi story of
Vermont's War on Poverty.

E

EPILOGUE
This paper was written in late 1991. In addition to shifts in the dimension and composition of
the State OEO budget since then, some significant events have occurred that are worthy of note.
• In May 1992, the Vermont OEO staff grew from seven to ten persons when administration
of federal food commodity programs was transferred from the Department of General
Services to OEO. These programs serve low-income households, soup kitchens, homeless
shelters, schools, and other institutions.
• The organizational "divorce" between the Addison County Community Action Group
(ACCAG) and Champlain Valley Office of Economic Opportunity (CVOEO) was finalized
with their split into separate offices in Middlebury, Vermont. Addison County staff members
had to choose between the two, a painful process for individuals who had acted as a team
for many years. ACCAG waged a persistent campaign to claim entitlement to all resources
that became available to help low-income Addison County residents. The general theme of
this campaign was that ACCAG is the only legitimate provider of antipove rty services in the
county and that CVOEO's operation in Middlebury was that of an "outsider" competing for
local resources with a locally run organization. By early 1993, the barrage of ACCAGinitiated public challenges to CVOEO's presence in Addison County had subsided to
occasional letters to the editor in local newspapers.
• In late 1992 responsibility for leading the Vermont Farm to Family Program, which offers
coupons with which low-income families may buy locally grown produce at farmers' markets,
shifted from the Department of Agriculture to State OEO.
• For most of the 1980's, the office was known as the State Economic Opportunity Office, or
SEOO.

In 1992 it returned to its original and statutory name, the Vermont Office of

Economic Opportunity, and revived the OEO acronym.
• A proposal adopted by the 1993 General Assembly moved Vermont Job Start, a smallbusiness loan program housed at State OEO since its creation in 1978, to a quasi-publ ic
agency now called the Vermont Econom ic Development Authority. Although State OEO
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will retain a role in policy making for Job Start, the change resulted in the eliminatio n of an

OEO staff position.
It appears that the only constant in State OEO's organizational life is change.

APPENDIX
Vermont State OEO Chain of Command Time Line

Vennont Governor
1964

Agency of Human Services
Secretary

Philip Hoff

State OEO Director
Paul Guare (9/64-2/66)

1965
Tom Davis (2/66-7!71)

1966
1967

1968
1969

Deane Davis

1970

William Cowles

1971

Dan Holland, Acting
(From 7!71)

1972

Francis McFaun
( 10/71-4/7 4)

1973

Thomas Salmon

Tom Davis
Wayne Calderara
(4/74-9/80)

1974
1975
1976
1977

Richard Snelling

Sr. Elizabeth Candon
(1/77-11/82)

1978
1979
Marjorie Witherspoon
(9/80-12/84)

1980
1981
1982
1983

Dr. Lloyd Novick

1984

John O'Donnell

1985

Madeleine Kunin

Gretchen Morse

Marcel Rocheleau, Acting
(From 1/85)
Pamela Greene ( 4/85-9/90)

1986
1987
1988
1989

Avram Patt,
Interim (to 7/91)

1990
1991

Richard Snelling (D. 8/91)
Howard Dean 8/91-

Cornelius Hogan

Snelling appt.; reappointed
by Gov. Dean 8/91

NoTEs: The Agency of Human Services did not exist before January 1971. Be fore th a t, the position of Sta te O EO Director was a pa rt
of Ve rmo nt's classified civi l service system. The position became appointive, simila r to the othe r AHS division heads, in 198 1. Th e
govern or makes the appointment, usually following the recommendatio n of the AHS Secretary , who is also a ppoint ed by the gove rn or.
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS
ACCAG

ADDISON COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION GROUP, INC. Private, nonprofi t organiza tion based

in Middlebury, Vermont.

ABS

AGENCY OF HUMAN SERVICES.

CAA

COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY.

CAP

COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM. Program funded with federal OEO monies and aimed at
addressing poverty issues; CAAs are often referred to as "CAP agencies."

CETA

COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT. Federal legislation aimed at improving

Largest agency in Vermont state government, comprising
many departments including Social Welfare and State OEO.
Private, nonprofit organization design a ted to operate
antipoverty programs as result of the federal Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.

employability of low-income Americans through subsidized work experie nce.
CETO

COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING OFFICE.

State department respo nsibl e for

administering CETA in Vermont.
Federal agency created to admini ster nationa l
antipoverty programs when National OEO was abolished in 1974.

CSA

COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION.

CSBG

COMMUNITY SERVICES BLOCK GRANT. Federal grant to states for antipoverty programming;

replaced range of grants previously made direct ly to loca l agencies ca rrying o ut such
programs.
CVOEO

CHAMPLAIN VALLEY OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, INC. Community Action Agency

serving northweste rn Vermont.

DSW

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE. Part of AHS .

EOA

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY ACT OF 1964. Federal law initiating a natio nal "War on Poverty."

HEW

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE.

OBRA

OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT. Federal legislation; 1981 OBRA significant ly altered

Federal agency in place in the
1960's and later split into the Departments of Education, and Health a nd Human Services.

funding and eligibility policies for federally assisted social programs.
OCCSA

ORLEANS COUNTY COUNCIL OF SOCIAL AGENCIES, INC . One of Vermont's five origin al
CAAs; dismantled in 1979 and replaced by North east Kingdo m Community Act ion, Inc.

OEO

OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY. Federal office created in 1964 to administer "War on

Poverty" programs, abolished ten years later; also refers to state offices established to
organize and administer comparable programs.
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NOTE ON THE AUTHOR
MARY CARLSON is a fifth-gen eration Vermonter born to a
working-class family in Woodstock, a town noted for its wealthy
residents. This may account for her lifelong interest in poverty issues.

In 1968 she graduated Phi Beta Kappa from the University of
Vermont (UVM) with a bachelor's degree in liberal a rts . She
completed UVM's Master of Public Administration program in 1992.
From February 1974 through late 1987, Carlson was assistant to
the director of the Central Vermont Community Action Council.
The position enabled her to be an inside observer of the workings of
Vermont's War on Poverty. From 1976 to 1982, CVCAC was
directed by Benjamin Collins, a former staff assistant to Governor
Hoff who was instrumental in developing the state's antipoverty
effort. In 1981 the author and Collins were among those who sai led
the ferry Titanic in Boston Harbor, mourning the repeal of the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (seep. 26).
Carlson's CVCAC responsibilities included designing and managing programs, one of which was the heating fuel loan program that
was transferred from CAAs to state control by the Snelling administration as described in this paper. She was appointed by the Vermont
Community Action Directors Association to represent the CAAs on
a state fuel assistance advisory council created to enable continued
CAA input into program policy.
From November of 1987 through the present, Carlson has bee n
the Food and Nutrition Program Director at the Vermont Office of
Economic Opportunity, a position created to follow up on findings of
a Governor's Thsk Force on Hunger. Her current role requires
Carlson to administer grants to CAAs and to monitor their performance, in addition to working with state and local groups in advocating and organizing around poverty-related food issues.
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